changed, accuracy decreased, as compared with when the locations remained the same. In another study, changing the spatial location of individual objects impeded short-term memory for colors and shapes, but changing the shape or color of the objects did not decrease shortterm memory for locations (Jiang, Olson, & Chun, 2000) . When the orientation of elongated lines of dots changed between the target and the probe, memory for the location of the dots decreased, as compared with when the direction of the elongated lines remained the same even when the participants were instructed to ignore the lines (Jiang, Chun, & Olson, 2004) . These studies suggest that use of global spatial configural information is obligatory. Using global configural visual properties, rather than focusing on each detail separately, may reduce overall visual WM load. Global configural information may also be used to organize information in visual WM, because when the structural properties of a scene are changed, memory for the scene decreases (Biederman, Glass, & Stacy, 1973) .
In addition to global configural properties, visual memory may also rely upon object-based information. Several studies have demonstrated that participants have a bias to focus on individual objects, both when using visual attention and in visually based recall. Visual attention studies indicate that attention tends to be focused on individual objects (Behrmann, Zemel, & Mozer, 1998; Duncan, 1984) . In one study, Duncan required participants to make tilt direction and texture-type judgments about two simultaneously displayed objects, a box and an intersecting line. The participants were more accurate and faster making two judgments about the same object than making one judgment each of different objects even when spatial proximity was controlled. In another study in which two objects consisting of overlapping rectangles were used, participants judged more quickly the similarity of bumps on two ends of the same object than that of bumps on the ends of two different objects, even when the bumps on the different objects were closer together than the bumps on the same object (Behrmann et al., 1998) .
Change detection studies also indicate that participants are better at detecting changes on the object of focus than at detecting changes on another object even when the changes are equidistant from the point of focus (Woodman, Vecera, & Luck, 2003) . Change detection performance, where information is retained over very short delays, is thought to reflect visual WM (for a review, see Vogel et al., 2001) . These results suggest the hypothesis that, as in visual attention tasks, object-based representations influence WM task performance. 1 A central question is which grouping principle takes priority in visual WM. Duncan (1984) proposed that visual attention is organized hierarchically, so that attention may first be focused on objects and then parts of objects (see also Palmer, 1977; Vecera, Behrmann, & Filapek, 2001) . As has been reviewed above, a third level of grouping used in visual WM is global spatial configural grouping. Extending Duncan's hypothesis to visual WM, global spatial configural information may be at the top level of the hierarchy, followed by object-based information and then part-based information.
We conducted a series of experiments in order to examine the organization of visual WM by comparing memory for global configural information with object-based memory and part-based memory. Here, we define global configural information as information related to the overall structural form of the entire visual stimulus shown at encoding. We define an object as a limited area of the visual stimulus, defined by gestalt grouping principles (i.e., a series of contiguous line segments shown at encoding). We define a part as a subset of an object, which, in this series of experiments, can be considered a subset of contiguous line segments shown at encoding.
According to the hierarchical hypothesis, memory for global configural information should be most accurate, followed by memory for the individual objects and then for the parts of the objects. An alternate hypothesis is that consciously directed attention affects the representation of visual information in working memory. This hypothesis predicts that the level at which attention is focused will be recalled the most accurately. Thus, participants will remember parts or objects better than global configural information when they are instructed to focus on the individual parts or objects but will remember global configural information better when they are instructed to focus on the relation of each item to other items. We will refer to this hypothesis, as the attention-directed visual WM hypothesis. A third possibility is that global configural and object-and part-based representations may be given equal weight in visual WM, so that memory is equivalent for all three representations. There is, however, little empirical support for this notion.
Note that the task in this study was specifically designed to limit the participants to using only visual WM. The stimuli do not resemble visual objects already in long-term memory (LTM), and thus, participants should be generally unable to rely upon verbal WM or visual LTM. In addition, because individual stimuli do not repeat across trials, we provided little opportunity for learning specific visual stimuli.
GENERAL METHOD
In each experiment, separate groups of participants were shown the same stimuli but were instructed to focus memory on different levels of the stimuli. Experiments 1-4 tested the flexibility and bias of WM for two levels of representation. In the first experiment, we tested object-versus part-based memory. In Experiments 2 and 3, we tested object-versus global-configural-based memory. In Experiment 4, we used an alternate method to test object-versus globalconfigural-based memory. Finally, in Experiment 5, we compared memory for all three levels of representation. Each task consisted of three different periods: an encoding period, in which the visual stimulus was displayed; a maintenance period, in which the participants were instructed to hold the visual stimulus in memory; and a retrieval period, in which the participants were asked to compare the visual stimulus in memory with a probe.
EXPERIMENT 1 Five-Line-Segment Objects
In Experiment 1, the participants viewed objects consisting of five contiguously connected line segments dur-ing a 4-sec encoding period (see Figure 1) . After an 8-sec maintenance period, they were given a 4-sec recognition test of their memory for the stimulus during the retrieval period. The whole-object group was instructed to keep the whole five-line-segment object in memory during the maintenance period. A whole object was defined as an object made up of all of the line segments shown at encoding. The part group was instructed to keep parts of the object in memory. Parts were defined as a subset of the line segments shown at encoding. Both groups of participants were tested at the retrieval period on their memory both for parts and for the original undivided whole object. The goal of the first experiment was to determine whether there is a bias to keep parts of an object together in working memory and whether this bias could be overcome by explicit instructions. An 8-sec maintenance period was chosen in order to ensure that iconic memory had completely faded, so that we could examine the remaining representation in visual WM (Sperling, 1967) .
If the participants automatically encoded the contiguous five-line-segment item as a single object, memory should be better for the whole objects than for the parts of the objects in both groups. If the participants could consciously manipulate the structure of information stored in visual WM, the ability to detect changes in parts should be better than the ability to detect changes to the whole object in the part group. The parts consisted of one, two, or three line segments. The size of the part would allow us to examine how detailed memory for parts of the object was stored in visual WM; the smaller the part, the more detail the participant would be required to remember to perform the task. In general, we focused on accuracy data, although response time (RT) was also measured to confirm that there were no speed-accuracy trade-offs.
Method
Participants. Forty-six undergraduates were recruited from Rutgers University, Newark, introductory psychology courses. Twentysix students (ages, 18-36 years; mean age, 20.2; 20 of them female) were assigned to the part group, and 20 (ages, 18-35 years; mean age, 21.1; 12 of them female) were assigned to the whole-object group. All the participants received course credit.
Procedure. Prior to the experiment, all participants signed Rutgers-IRB approved consent and were briefed on the purpose of the experiment. In the experiment proper, each trial consisted of three time periods. In the encoding period, the participants viewed an object made of five contiguous line segments (see Figure 1 ) for 4 sec. In the maintenance period of the trial, the participants viewed a blank screen for 8 sec, during which they had been instructed to "keep the object in memory." In the retrieval period of the trial, a probe item appeared, and the participants were given 4 sec to respond.
On 80% of the trials faced by the part group, the probe consisted of one to three conjoined line segments. The participants' task in these trials was to determine whether the image was part of the image they had seen immediately previously. In other words, the participants were asked to judge whether the probe item was a part of the whole object they had viewed during the encoding period. Half of the parts were foil parts that did not come from the whole object seen at encoding. The foils were created by replacing one or more of the line segments with a line segment of a different length and angle.
For the whole object group, the first two trial periods were identical to those for the part group. In the retrieval period, however, the participants were shown a five-line-segment object and were instructed to determine whether the image was the same as the image they had seen immediately previously. In other words, they were instructed to judge whether that object was identical to the object shown during the encoding period.
The experimenter observed the performance of all the participants on a series of practice trials to confirm that the participants understood the task. If a participant did not reach a criterion score (70% overall accuracy) on the practice trials or desired more practice, the participant repeated the practice trials.
The remaining 20% of the trials in both groups were catch trials. For the whole-object group, the probe was a one-to three-line- Figure 1 . Example of the stimuli used in Experiment 1. The participants in both the wholeobject and the part groups saw the same five-line-segment stimulus during the 4-sec encoding period, followed by a blank screen that was presented for 8 sec. In the whole-object test condition, the participants were tested with a five-line-segment probe. In the part test condition, the participants were tested with a one-, two-, or three-line-segment probe. An example of a target (correct) and foil (incorrect) probe is given. segment part; for the part group, it was a five-line-segment object. The participants in the part group had been instructed that, on some trials, "instead of a part, you may be shown the same original image or a different image" and were shown five-line-segment examples; the participants in the whole-object group had been instructed that, on some trials, "you may be shown one of the parts of the original image" and were shown part stimuli examples. The experiment was executed using E-Prime software (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002) . The participants were instructed to press the "/" key for matching answers and "Z" key for probe stimuli that did not match the stimuli shown during the encoding period.
Results
Accuracy and RT performance were measured. Accuracy was then converted into A before statistical analyses were run (Pollack & Norman, 1964) . 2 RT is reported for correctly answered trials only. Data from the part and the whole-object groups were analyzed together. An ANOVA using instructions (part or whole object) as a factor was calculated. Only data from match trials was included in the analyses. The participants were significantly more accurate in the whole-object group (.912) than in the part group (.687) [F(1,142) 52.2, p .00001]. Analysis of RT data gave no indication of a speed-accuracy tradeoff, because a similar significant effect of instructions was found for RT, with the participants being slower judging parts (2,032 msec) than judging whole objects (1,756 msec) [F(1,142) 
An additional ANOVA using part size (one, two, or three line segment parts) as a factor was calculated for part group participants only. Accuracy, as measured by A , was significantly lower for one-line-segment parts than for two-or three-line-segment parts [F(1,79) 25.938, p .0001; see Figure 2 ]. In the analysis of RT, there was not a significant effect of part size on RT (F 1) and, thus, no indication of a speed-accuracy trade-off (see Table 1 ).
Catch trials. For the whole-object group, accuracy on match trials in (86.1%) was greater than accuracy on catch trials (79.4%), but the difference was not significant [W 2, 693, p .5615, . For the part group, accuracy for catch trials was significantly higher (71.3%) than accuracy for match trials (53.2%) [W 1,973.5, p .01927, Mann-Whitney test] . These results indicated that the participants were not able to consciously alter strategy for this task, since in both instruction groups, accuracy was higher when a whole object was shown than when a part of the object was shown, although the differences were not significant.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 indicated that the participants had more difficulty recognizing parts of whole objects than they had recognizing whole objects. Furthermore, these results indicated that the participants were better able to recognize whole objects than parts even when they were instructed that they would be tested most frequently for parts. Although the part group participants' part performance was poor, they were well above chance in distinguishing between whole-object targets and foils, indicating a strong bias to keep contiguous lines together as one object in WM.
One possible alternative explanation of our results is that the participants had difficulty verifying the presence of part probe object parts because they had difficulty anticipating how to divide the object into parts. Another problem with the previous experiment is that, for the wholeobject group, no processing was required to transform the objects in WM, but for the part group, the participants first had to determine which part of the object was being tested and then compare that part with the object. Thus, judging object parts may have required more processing than judging whole objects and may have been inherently more difficult than remembering whole objects.
A third possible issue is that the participants in Experiment 1 appeared to process parts made of one line segment differently from parts made of two and three line segments. Figure 2 shows that accuracy was lowest for a part made of a single line segment. This result suggests that maintaining exact length and tilt information for individual line segments was more difficult than remembering a configuration of several line segments.
EXPERIMENT 2 10-Line-Segment Shape Without Inner Lines
In Experiment 2, we replicated the results of Experiment 1 and addressed the three alternative accounts outlined above. In this experiment, each whole object consisted of a total of 10 line segments that were divided into two, three, and four parts (see Figure 3 ). The outline of the whole object was clearly defined, so that the participants could determine the shape of a single whole object, and the division of each part was marked by a gap, so that the participants could also clearly determine the composition of each part. Second, in contrast to Experiment 1, the stimuli were designed so that remembering whole objects would require more processing than would remembering parts.
No transformation was necessary in the part condition, but in the whole-object condition, the participants had to imagine the parts moved together across the gaps so that the lines were joined to form the unbroken outline of the shape. Furthermore, more manipulation became necessary as the number of parts increased. Thus, it should have been more difficult to combine four parts into one whole object than to combine two parts into a whole object, because there were more gaps between parts as the number of parts increased. Assuming that the participants were successful at combining the parts into whole objects, WM load for each whole object should have been equivalent, no matter how many parts it consisted of originally. Thus, in the whole-object group, if the participants stored each stimulus as a single, holistic 10-line-segment object, we would expect accuracy and RT to be equivalent no matter how many parts each stimulus consisted of. However, for the part group, if the participants stored each part separately, we would expect RT to increase and accuracy to decrease as the number of parts increased. In Experiment 2, none of the parts were made up of fewer than 2 line segments, in order to ameliorate the difficulty of remembering angles and lengths of single line segments that we found in Experiment 1.
An important question addressed in these experiments was that of whether or not attention could be used to improve WM for the several individual objects, instead of WM for global configural properties of whole objects.
Because each of the parts of the whole objects in Experiment 2 were separated by gaps, each part could be considered a separate individual object. In this experiment, we examined whether the participants would be capable of storing each part separately in memory. If the participants in the part group encoded each part separately, we would expect that accuracy would decrease and RT would increase as the number of parts to remember increased, because WM load would be closer to capacity. This result would indicate that the global configural bias in visual WM can be modified by top-down control.
Method
Participants. Twenty-two participants were recruited from Rutgers University, Newark, introductory psychology courses. Half of them (ages, 18-40 years; mean age, 20.6; 9 of them female) participated in the part group, and half (ages, 18-23 years; mean age, 19.2; 5 of them female) participated in whole-object group. All the participants received course credit for participation.
Procedure. The same three periods and timing as those in the previous experiment were used. In this experiment, the participants were shown two, three, or four parts, which consisted of a total of 10 line segments at the beginning of each trial (see Figure 3 ). In the part group, the participants were asked to remember the individual parts of each object, and 80% of the time, they were shown a part consisting of 2-5 line segments. The task was to judge whether or not the part was one of the parts shown during the encoding period. In the whole-object group, the participants saw stimuli identical to those seen by the part group during the encoding period, but then, 80% of the time, they saw a whole object made up of a 10-line-segment enclosed shape. The task was to indicate whether that shape was the same as the shape that the parts displayed during the encoding period would form if they were joined together. Twenty percent of the time, the participants saw catch trials. In catch trials for the part group, the participants saw 10-line-segment enclosed shapes and were required to judge whether the enclosed shape could be formed if the line Figure 3 . Example of the stimuli used in Experiment 2. The participants in both the wholeobject and the part groups saw the same 10-line-segment stimulus during the 4-sec encoding period, which was broken into two, three, or four parts, followed by a blank screen which was presented for 8 sec. In the whole-object test condition, the participants were tested with a 10-line-segment enclosed stimulus. In the part test condition, the participants were tested with one of the parts shown during encoding. An example of a target (correct) and foil (incorrect) probe is given. segments seen at encoding were joined together. In the catch trials for the whole-object group, the participants saw one of the two-to five-line-segment parts and were required to judge whether that part was one of the parts shown at encoding.
Results
A 2 (part or whole-object instruction) 3 (two, three, or four parts) ANOVA was calculated on accuracy and RT, only for trials in the match condition. Accuracy scores were calculated as A , and RT was calculated only for correctly answered trials. A main effect of instruction was found on accuracy [F(1,62) 45.95, p .0001; see Figure 4 ]. No other significant effects on accuracy were detected (Fs 1). Analysis of the RT data gave no indication of a speed-accuracy trade-off. RT was significantly longer in the part group (2,051 msec) than in the whole-object group (1,689 msec) [F(1,62) 11.63, p .01; see Table 2 ].
Catch trials. Catch trial (76.7%) responses were significantly more accurate than those for match trials (59.8%) in the part group [W 283.5, p .0007601, Mann-Whitney test], but match trial (80.4%) responses were significantly more accurate than those for catch trials (54.6%) in the whole-object instruction group [W 969.5, p .0001, Mann-Whitney test]. Thus, the participants judged whole objects more accurately than parts, even when they were instructed to focus on remembering parts.
Discussion
This experiment replicated the results from Experiment 1, indicating a strong bias to remember a whole object in visual WM, rather than parts, even when the parts themselves could be considered distinct objects (see Figure 4) . The bias was unaffected by top-down processing, because accuracy for parts was near chance in both groups but well above chance for whole objects, indicating that the participants were unable to change WM representations from global configural forms to nonglobal objectbased forms, despite instructions to do so.
In neither instruction group did we find load effects. This may indicate that in the whole-object group, the participants successfully manipulated the parts in WM so that they formed a single enclosed whole object. The lack of a load effect in the part group indicates an alternate possibility that the participants had difficulty perceiving each part separately because the gestalt properties of the outline of the whole object may have overridden the perception of individual sets of conjoined line segments. 3 Another possible explanation for the results in Experiments 1 and 2 is that accuracy was better for whole objects because they were more similar to the stimulus shown at encoding than were the parts. Whole objects contained all the detail of the stimulus shown at encoding, but parts contained only a limited area of the stimulus. To eliminate these explanations, we performed Experiment 3.
EXPERIMENT 3 10-Line-Segment Shape With Inner Lines
In Experiment 3, stimuli were devised so that combining the parts to form a whole object would lead to a loss of detail from stimulus shown during the encoding period because, when the participants mentally combined the parts, only the outer outline of the parts would be preserved, and the inner lines of the parts would be subsumed into the whole object. The stimuli were similar to those in Experiment 2, with the exception that inner lines caused each part to be an enclosed shape consisting of 7-10 line segments (see Figure 5) . The outer lines of the parts consisted of a total of 10 line segments, and joining these outer line segments together produced a whole object. Unlike in the first two experiments, the whole object no longer contained many of the global spatial configural details.
Thus, this experiment allowed us to address the question of whether all global configural details are necessary for there to be a whole-object memory advantage. Because the whole object now consisted of 10 line segments and each part consisted of 7-10 line segments, both the whole-object and the part probes preserved approximately equivalent numbers of line segments from the original stimulus shown during the encoding period. Thus, we could test the hypothesis that accuracy was better in the whole-object groups in the previous two experiments because the whole-object probes included more detail in common with the stimulus presented at encoding than did the part probes. .4
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1 Alternatively, retaining only the outline of the parts in order to remember the whole object may be advantageous because it makes smaller demands on visual WM. For example, to remember four 10-line-segment parts requires memory for a total of 40 line segments, but to remember one whole object made up of four parts requires memory for only 10 line segments. If this were the case, the memory advantage for whole objects would become stronger as the number of parts increased.
In addition, the division between the parts was more clearly marked in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2. Thus, this experiment allowed us to address the possible explanation that there was a global configural bias in Experiments 1 and 2 because the participants had difficulty perceiving how the whole objects were divided into parts.
Method
Participants. Twenty-four participants were recruited from Rutgers University, Newark, introductory psychology courses. Half of them (ages, 18-21 years; mean age, 19.0; 9 of them female) participated in the part group, and half of them (ages, 18-42 years; mean age, 22.8; 9 of them female) participated in the whole-object group. All the participants received course credit.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as that used in Experiment 2. The same stimuli were used, except that each part had inner lines, so that each part consisted of completely enclosed polygons made up of 7-10 line segments (see Figure 5 ).
Results
A 2 (whole or part instruction) 3 (two, three, or four parts) ANOVA was calculated on accuracy converted to A and RT for correctly answered trials in the match condition. There was a significant main effect of instruction on accuracy [F(1,68) 8.47, p .01; see Figure 6 ]. There were no other significant effects on accuracy (Fs 2.5). Analysis of the RT data gave no indication of a speed-accuracy trade-off. RT for judging whole objects (1,817 msec) was significantly shorter than that for judging parts (2,340 msec) [F(1,68) 9.62, p .01; see Table 3 ].
Catch trials. The participants who received part instructions showed a trend of higher accuracy in the catch trials (68.3%) than in the match trials (61.3%) [W 485.5, p .06605, , but those who received Figure 5 . Example of the stimuli used in Experiment 3. The participants in both the wholeobject and the part groups saw the same stimulus during the 4-sec encoding period, which was broken into two, three, or four enclosed parts (each made up of ~10 line segments), followed by a blank screen that was presented for 8 sec. In the whole-object test condition, the participants were tested with a 10-line-segment enclosed probe. In the enclosed probe, only the outer lines of the encoded stimulus remained. In the part test condition, the participants were tested with one of the parts shown at the beginning of the trial. An example of a target (correct) and a foil (incorrect) probe is given. 
A'
Part Whole object whole-object instructions were significantly more accurate on match trials (70.8%) than on catch (53.2%) trials [W 983, p .0001479, Mann-Whitney test]. These results indicated that although instructions did have some effect on accuracy, they did not alter the bias to retain the stimulus' global configural properties.
Discussion
As in the first two experiments, the participants more accurately remembered whole objects than parts. Even in the part group, accuracy was better for a whole object than for parts, indicating that the participants automatically grouped the items into a composite consisting of the outline of the stimuli, even though they were instructed to remember each part individually. Furthermore, the number of line segments that were present in the probe of the whole-object group was roughly equivalent to the number of line segments present in the probe of the part group. These results do not support the hypothesis that accuracy was better in the whole-object group simply because it included more detail in common with the stimulus presented at the beginning of the trial. They support the hypothesis of a bias to encode the overall shape of the stimuli in WM, rather than individual details.
Accuracy was lower in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2 for judging whole objects. There are two possible reasons for the accuracy decrease. First, there were more total lines to remember in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2. Second, in Experiment 3, only the outer lines of the original visual stimulus were preserved in the probe. Nevertheless, there was still a WM advantage for the whole object, as compared with the part group, indicating a bias to remember the overall outline of a visual stimulus even when the inner lines form the boundaries of polygons. Further research is needed to determine whether outer outlines of shapes have a privileged status in WM. One experiment that might resolve this issue would involve testing WM only for inner line segments of parts joined together.
EXPERIMENT 4
Experiments 1-3 demonstrated that there was a bias in visual WM for the global configural properties of visual stimuli, even when the parts were individual objects themselves. Experiment 4 tested the generalizability of the global configural WM bias. In Experiments 2 and 3, the parts were divided from each other by gaps. One possibility is that the bias for global configural properties occurs only when parts are subdivided by gaps. In Experiment 4, parts were defined as lines that were of the same color.
Another possible explanation for the global configural bias is that the method used to divide the whole objects into parts produced parts that were particularly difficult to process. Specifically, previous research has shown worse memory for parts each consisting of several disconnected line segments than for parts consisting of connected line segments (Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin, 1995; Palmer, 1977; Palmer & Rock, 1994) . Thus, in Experiment 4, we tested the generalizability of the results by dividing parts, using two different methods. Good parts consisted of contiguous line segments and were similar to the parts used in Experiments 1-3 (see Figure 7A) . Bad parts consisted of noncontiguous line segments (see Figure 7B) .
Third, in Experiment 4, catch and match trials were displayed with equal frequency, allowing us to statistically compare the effects of instruction and probe type separately. In the previous three experiments, we analyzed only trials on which the instructions and the probe type matched, because catch trials were displayed only 20% of the time and, thus, not enough data were collected to be submitted to a full analysis.
One difference between the part and whole object conditions in the previous experiments was that, for the whole-object group, the part group faced more variability in adapting to encoding either two, three, or four parts per trial, whereas the whole-object group did not need to switch strategies each trial, encoding only one whole object per trial. Adapting more flexible strategies may require more central executive processing (Rypma, 2006; Rypma, Berger, & D'Esposito, 2002) . In Experiment 4, there were always three parts per trial, so that the participants in the part group did not alter strategies each trial and, thus, executive demands between the whole-object and the part groups were similar.
Method
Participants. Twenty-four participants were recruited from Rutgers University, Newark, introductory psychology courses. Half of them (ages, 19-34 years; mean age, 23.1; 7 of them female) participated in the part group, and the other half (ages, 18-26 years; mean age, 19.1; 9 of them female) participated in the whole-object group. All the participants received course credit.
Procedure. The same procedure as that in Experiment 2 and 3 was used, with the exception that after each trial, the participants were given feedback. Each stimulus consisted of a total of 10 line segments that were connected, with no gaps to form a 10-linesegment polygon. The 10 line segments were divided into either three bad parts or three good parts (see Figure 7) . Each part was defined by a color: black, red, or blue. In the good part condition, each part consisted of 3-4 conjoined line segments. In the bad part condition, each part consisted of 3-4 line segments, with no consecutive line segments that were the same color. The participants were instructed that there were three parts shown at the beginning of each trial, with each part defined by a color. The part group was instructed to remember "each part separately," and the whole-object group was instructed to remember the "whole shape" shown at the encoding period.
The stimuli and probes shown to the part and the whole-object instruction groups were identical. During half of the encoding pe- riods, whole objects with colored lines delineating good parts were shown, and during the other half, whole objects with colored lines delineating bad parts were shown. During the retrieval period, the participants were shown either a part or a whole object. The whole object was made up of only black line segments. Fifty percent of the time, the shape of the whole object was the same as the shape displayed at the beginning of the trial, and 50% of the time, a different shape was displayed. In the part probe condition, a part was displayed that was made up of red, blue, or black line segments. The type of part probe shown during the retrieval period matched the type of stimulus shown during the encoding period. For trials in which good parts were displayed during the encoding period, good parts (consisting of connected line segments) were displayed during the retrieval period; when bad parts (consisting of disconnected line segments) were shown at the encoding period, bad parts were displayed during the retrieval period. Fifty percent of the time, the part probe matched a part displayed during the encoding period.
Results
A 2 (whole or part instruction) 2 (bad or good part type) 2 (whole or part) ANOVA was calculated on accuracy and RT data. Note that match and catch trials were included in the same analysis. Accuracy was converted to A before analysis, and only correct trials were included The participants in both the whole-object and the part groups saw the same stimulus during the 4-sec encoding period, which was broken into three colored parts, followed by a blank screen that was presented for 8 sec. In the experiment, the lines were colored brown (solid black lines), red (dark gray lines), and blue (light gray lines). In the whole-object test condition, the participants were tested with a black 10-line-segment enclosed probe. In the part group, the participants were tested with one of the colored parts shown at the beginning of the trial. An example of a target (correct) and a foil (incorrect) probe is given. Figure 8 ]. Analysis of RT data gave no indication of a speed-accuracy trade-off. The only significant effect on RT was that whole probes (1,084 msec) were judged more quickly than part probes (1,324 msec) [F(1,88) 13.3, p .001; see Tables 4A and 4B ].
Discussion
Experiment 4 replicated the results from the previous experiments indicating a bias in visual WM for global configural information. In Experiment 4, the effect of instructions and probe type were examined individually. Instructions had no effect, since the participants were better at judging whole-object probes independently of the type of instructions they had received. This result suggests that the global configural bias is not affected by top-down control.
Accuracy was equivalent for judging whole objects when the stimuli were divided into bad or good parts. These results suggested that the participants did not pay attention to the composition of parts when encoding visual stimuli. However, the participants had more difficulty deciding whether a bad part seen at encoding matched a bad part seen at retrieval than deciding whether a good part seen at encoding matched a good part seen at retrieval. This result indicated that the parts used in the first three experiments were not especially difficult, as compared with how the bad parts were divided. Further research is needed to determine what parameters distinguish good and bad parts. Nonetheless, these results support the hypothesis that the visual WM system is biased toward retention of whole objects, rather than parts, no matter how the parts are constructed.
Furthermore, these results demonstrated that previous results were not due to higher demands for flexibility of processing in the part group-since in Experiment 4, the number of parts shown in each trial was constant-and more clearly demonstrated that the participants were unable to consciously change the bias to remember global configural details better than lower level part-or objectbased details. Note that whole-object probes were black and, thus, differed from the colored stimuli shown during the encoding period but that the part probes used the same colors as those shown during the encoding period. Thus, even though the whole-object probes differed more from the encoding period stimuli than did the part probes, the participants were substantially better at correctly remembering whole objects than at remembering parts.
In the previous experiments in this study, only two levels of visual processing were tested during each experiment. This feature limited our ability to test the proposed hierarchical representation hypothesis because, so far, none of the experiments had permitted simultaneous comparison of all three levels (i.e., global configural, object based, and part based). Experiment 5 addressed this problem.
EXPERIMENT 5
There are two kinds of holistic visual processing that can be used to reduce the number of items stored in visual WM. Global configural processing reduces the entire visual scene to a single representation. Object-based processing represents limited areas of the scene defined by gestalt grouping properties. Beneath these two levels of processing, part-based processing represents limited sections of an object. According to the proposed hierarchical representation hypothesis of visual WM, visual WM is best for global configural details, followed by object-based and then part-based details. Although the hierarchical representation hypothesis is based on three levels, only two levels have been tested in each of the prior Experiments Figure 8 . Effect of part type and test condition on accuracy in Experiment 4. Accuracy was significantly higher for whole objects than for parts. Accuracy was significantly higher for good parts than for bad parts. 1-4. Thus, in Experiment 5, we compared all three levels at once: global configural information, defined as the entire visual stimuli; object-based information, defined by conjoined line segments; and part-based information, defined by lines of the same color (see Figure 9 ). We used three groups of participants, all of whom were shown the same stimuli but were given instructions to focus on the global configural, object-based, or part-based information. If, as we claim, global configural information has privileged status in visual WM, there should be minimal effect of instructions on performance.
Method
Participants. Twenty-nine participants were recruited from Rutgers University, Newark, introductory psychology courses and received course credit for participation. Seventeen participants (ages, 18-24 years; mean age, 19.7; 9 of them female) were assigned to the part group. A second group of 12 participants (ages, 18-22 years; mean age, 19.4; 9 of them female) were assigned to the object group. Finally, 12 participants (ages, 18-51 years; mean age, 23.5; 10 of them female) were assigned to the whole group. All the participants received course credit.
Procedure. The same procedure as that in Experiment 4 was used. Each stimulus consisted of a total of 10 line segments. The 10 line segments were divided into two objects. Each object was made up of 5 connected line segments. The two objects were separated by gaps. Each object was made up of two parts, each consisting of 2-3 connected line segments. Each of the four parts was displayed in a different color: red, blue, green, or brown. The participants were instructed that there were three kinds of representations present in the stimulus at each encoding period: the whole shape, consisting of 10 lines; two objects, each consisting of 5 conjoined line segments; and four parts, each consisting of connected lines made up of a single color (see Figure 9 ). The participants in the whole-object group were instructed to focus on remembering the whole shape, the participants in the object group were instructed to focus on remembering each object made up of conjoined lines, and the participants in the part group were instructed to focus on remembering parts made up of the same color.
As in Experiment 4, to separate the effect of instruction and probe condition, the participants in all three instruction groups were tested equally at each level: part, object, or global configural details (each one third of the trials). The global configural test consisted of a shape made up of 10 conjoined black line segments. Fifty percent of the time, the shape matched the shape shown during the encoding period (with the exception that no gaps existed in the probe shape). The object group was shown five conjoined black lines. Fifty percent of the time, the 5 line segment object matched an object that was shown at encoding. Finally, in the part probe condition, the participants were shown a black part made up of 2-3 conjoined line segments. Fifty percent of the time, it matched the shape of one of the parts shown at encoding.
Results
A 3 (whole, object, or part instructions) 3 (whole, object, or part probe type) ANOVA was calculated on accuracy converted to A and RT for correct answers only. The only significant effect was a main effect of probe type on accuracy [F(2,114) 29.9, p .0001; see Table 5 ]. Post hoc t tests, corrected for multiple comparisons, indicated that all the conditions were significantly different from each other (see Figure 10 ). There were no significant effects of instructions, and there were no significant RT effects, confirming that there was no speed-accuracy trade-off. The mean RT was 1,190 msec.
Discussion
Experiment 5 replicated the previous result that the participants recalled the global configural detail of a whole Figure 9 . Stimuli used in Experiment 5. The participants in the whole, object, and part groups saw the same stimuli during the 4-sec encoding period, which was broken into two objects and four colored parts, followed by a blank screen that was presented for 8 sec. In the experiment, the lines were colored brown (solid black lines), red (light gray lines), blue (dark gray lines), and green (double lines). In the whole test condition, the participants were tested with a black 10-line-segment enclosed whole object. In the object test condition, the participants were tested with a black 5 line segment object. In the part test condition, the participants were tested with one of the 2-3 line segment colored parts shown at the beginning of the trial. An example of a target (correct) and a foil (incorrect) probe is given. object better than parts of whole objects. Parts that were not individual objects were recalled less accurately than parts that were objects. Thus, the results support the hierarchical representation theory of visual WM. That hypothesis predicted that accuracy would be best for global configural details, followed by object-based details and then part-based details.
Instructions to focus attention on nonglobal configural visual information did not affect the global configural bias. Thus, the use of global configural information in visual WM appears to be obligatory and unaffected by top-down control.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In this study, we conducted five experiments that examined three different levels of representation in visual WM: global configural, object based, and part based. The first four experiments contrasted WM performance for two levels of representation. In Experiment 1, we showed that accuracy for a whole object made up of 5 conjoined line segments was better than that for parts of that whole object. Note that in Experiment 1, global configural and objectbased information represented the same information, because the only object present in each stimulus was the whole object. In Experiments 2 and 3, we demonstrated that global configural information has a privileged status in visual WM, as compared with object-based information. In Experiment 4, using parts defined by color, we replicated the results of Experiments 2 and 3, indicating that the global configural bias is not limited to situations in which the parts are defined by gaps. Experiment 4 also demonstrated that instructions had no effect on how the participants responded to probes. These results suggest that the primacy of global configural information in visual WM is not subject to top-down modulation. Note that in Experiments 2-4, the role of part-based representation per se was not tested, because each part of the whole object that was tested could also be considered an object. In Experiment 5, when the three visual representation levels were compared simultaneously, accuracy was highest for global configural information, followed by object-based information and then part-based information.
These results are consistent with a hierarchical representation hypothesis that the visual WM system prioritizes global configural information, followed by object-based and, finally, part-based information. We hypothesize that the bias to store the global configural properties of a whole object in WM, instead of parts of a whole object, may reduce the total memory load, because each part would occupy critical space in a limited-capacity WM system. Whole-object representations would tax WM storage space considerably less.
The results did not support an attention-directed theory of visual WM representation. When the participants were explicitly instructed to focus on object-or part-based information, their performance did not indicate enhanced WM for this information at the expense of global configural representation. Support for the idea that the participants could not consciously control this bias came from our results showing that memory for whole objects was impervious not only to instructional demands, but also to task demands supporting memory for parts of whole objects. These results are consistent with previous results showing that the overall spatial configuration of a visual display is automatically encoded in visual WM Jiang et al., 2000; Santa, 1977) . Our results extend those of past studies by showing that global configural information provides a central organizing principle in visual WM even in a task oriented toward object-based information. In essence, there is a bias to remember the global whole object, even when the parts themselves consist of objects and despite competing task-demands.
In these experiments, we endeavored to examine visual WM in isolation from visual LTM or verbal WM. The inability to use other memory systems may explain why the error rates in these studies were higher than those in other visual studies (e.g., Carlson-Radvansky, 1999; Kimchi, 2000; Olson & Chun, 2002) . Future work is necessary to determine how the hierarchical visual WM representation system affects learned visual patterns in LTM. In this enterprise, it will also be important to tease apart im- Figure 10 . Effect of test condition on accuracy in Experiment 5. Whole objects were recalled significantly better than objects and parts. Objects were recalled significantly better than parts. (Song & Jiang, 2005) . Implicit visual learning is extremely sensitive to between-trial repetition. Previous research has demonstrated that implicit learning can occur in visual search tasks only if the target is in the same location in each trial (Chun & Jiang, 1998; Olson & Chun, 2002) and if global configural properties are not rotated between trials (Chua & Chun, 2003) . In addition, in visual search tasks, implicit learning of repeated details located in the opposite hemifield of the target does not occur if there is nonrepeating noise between the target and the repeating items (Olson, Jiang, & Moore, 2005) . However, if the entire display contracts or expands but global layout remains the same, visual learning does occur (Jiang & Wagner, 2004; see also Carlson-Radvansky, 1999) . Similar to these results, participants showed higher accuracy in recalling the outer lines of whole objects when there were no inner lines than when inner lines were present. Future work is necessary to determine the exact form of the global configural information that is represented in visual WM. It is important to note that in each experiment in this report, the global configural properties were clearly defined so that the stimuli could be grouped into a whole object. It is not clear how strong global configural effects would be when the global configural properties do not support similar grouping (see Kimchi, 2000) .
In these experiments, we did not attempt to isolate the WM period during which the global configural bias occurred. It is not clear whether the effects are due to an encoding, maintenance, or retrieval bias. One approach to answer this question would be to look at interference effects of dual tasks during different WM periods (e.g., Morey & Cowan, 2005) .
Future work may also examine individual differences. Are some individuals more flexible in visual WM encoding? Vogel, McCollough, and Machizawa (2005) demonstrated that individuals who are able to ignore irrelevant visual stimuli have higher visual WM capacity than do participants who are unable to ignore irrelevant visual stimuli. In future work, we would like to examine whether some individuals have more ability to flexibly adapt the contents of visual WM. In addition, the lack of flexibility of visual WM in these experiments may be due to the long delay period during which the participants are required to hold information. We are currently examining whether participants are more flexible when they are cued to remember specific areas of visual stimuli at encoding (Sperling, 1960) . Vecera, Behrmann, and McGoldrick (2000) demonstrated the attentional flexibility with which participants could focus on the part or object levels, but more work remains to determine whether there are situations in which visual WM can flexibly process information at different visual representational levels.
Conclusions
In five experiments, we demonstrated that participants had a strong bias to remember objects in terms of holistic representations, rather than as an exhaustive collection of parts. This bias appears to be impervious to direction of attention to parts. Grouping parts together as objects may reduce the difficulty of interpreting the environment, possibly by allowing rapid LTM matching, reducing overall WM load, and allowing reconstruction of visual details on the basis of long-term semantic memory for the generic properties of known objects. These results are consistent with a hierarchical theory that states that WM systems preferentially represent global configural information, followed by object-based and then part-based information. Further research is necessary to determine whether there are other situations in which object-or part-based information takes priority in visual WM over global configural information and how visual WM interacts with other memory systems (e.g., Carlson-Radvansky, 1999; Song & Jiang, 2005 
